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3. Future trends

4. Local challenges and 

recommendations



What are our 2030 goals?



195 countries adopted the Paris Agreement

2030 goals

PARIS AGREEMENT



Keep global temperature below 2° Celsius 

2030 goals

PARIS AGREEMENT



189 countries representing 99% of global emissions

2030 goals

PARIS AGREEMENT



Countries must develop National Implementation 

Plans and review these pledges every 5 years

2030 goals

PARIS AGREEMENT



2030 goals

PAN-CANADIAN FRAMEWORK
On Clean Growth and Climate Change
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2030 goals

THE PAN-CANADIAN FRAMEWORK is both 

a commitment to the world that Canada will do 

its part on climate change, and a plan to meet 

the needs of Canadians. 

We have built on the momentum of the Paris 

Agreement by developing a concrete plan 

which, when implemented, will allow us to 

achieve Canada's international commitments.



2030 goals



2030 goals |Canadian Emissions 
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2030 goals

1. Make new buildings more efficient

2. Retrofit existing buildings as well as fuel switching

3. Improve energy efficiency for appliances and 

equipment

4. Support building codes and energy efficient housing 

in Indigenous communities

PAN-CANADIAN FRAMEWORK
On Clean Growth and Climate Change
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fuel switching. We'll talk about this in the rest of the presentation.
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2030 goals

CLIMATE LEADERSHIP PLAN
Six main action areas

Climate Leadership 

Policy & Legislation
Energy 

Efficiency

Innovation & Clean 

Technology

Transit & 

Infrastructure

Electricity 

Transition

Support & 

Engagement of 

Indigenous 

Communities
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How can buildings help us 

meet these goals?



New buildings

All levels of government 

are publishing policies 

directing a shift  towards 

Net Zero Energy Ready 

new buildings by 2030.
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Existing buildings

However, new construction 

energy codes will allow for 

less than a third of the 

reductions necessary in the 

buildings sector.
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Existing buildings

In 2030, 75% of 

Canada’s buildings will 

be buildings standing 

today.



Existing buildings
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However, new construction 

energy codes will allow for 

less than a third of the 

reductions necessary in the 

buildings sector.
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Alberta 

adopts first 

energy 

code,

NECB 

2011

Alberta 

updates to 

NECB 

2017

Federal 

existing 

building 

energy 

code 

planned

All new

buildings to 

be net zero 

energy (or 

carbon)

All 

buildings to 

be net zero 

energy (or 

carbon)

Timeline for Canadian buildings



Existing buildings | energy use by sector



Existing buildings | energy use

Residential Commercial



Existing buildings energy use

Reducing Energy Spent on Space Heating:

Envelope improvements

• Walls

• Windows

• Roofs
• Doors

Improved efficiency

• Condensing (90%+)

• Electric (100%)

• Heat pumps 

HEATING



Existing buildings energy use

But in Alberta, what is the relationship 

between energy use reduction and 

emission reductions?



Carbon Intensity

NATIONAL INVENTORY REPORT
Greenhouse gas sources and sinks in Canada
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Carbon Intensity

NATIONAL INVENTORY REPORT
Greenhouse gas sources and sinks in Canada



Carbon Intensity

“Clean Grid” Province



Carbon Intensity

“Clean Grid” Province

SIMILAR IN 

Newfoundland

PEI

Quebec

Ontario

BC

Yukon



Carbon Intensity

“Clean Grid” Province

Fuel switching 

from fossil fuels 

to grid 

electricity will 

drastically 

improve carbon 

emissions.



Carbon Intensity

“Dirty Grid” Province



Carbon Intensity

“Dirty Grid” Province

SIMILAR IN 

Nunavut

Saskatchewan

Nova Scotia

Northwest Territories

New Brunswick



Carbon Intensity

“Dirty Grid” Province

Fuel switching 

from fossil fuels 

to grid 

electricity will 

increase carbon 

emissions.



Retrofits to reduce emissions

Fuel switch to electricity

Reduce energy consumption

• Envelope improvements

• Equipment improvements

• Lighting improvements



Retrofits to reduce emissions

Fuel switch to electricity

Fuel switch to natural gas

Fuel switch to renewables

Reduce energy consumption

• Lighting improvements

• Equipment improvements

• Envelope improvements



Sample Carbon Retrofit Manitoba

Electrify the heating system

- Boilers

- Heat pumps

- Geo Exchange



Sample Carbon Retrofit Alberta

Maximize solar PV potential

Reduce energy consumption

Fuel switch to natural gas



Sample Carbon Retrofit Alberta

Maximize solar PV potential

Reduce energy consumption

Fuel switch to natural gas



Alberta Electricity Grid

But what if the Alberta grid greens 

in 2030?



What about future trends?



Alberta Climate Leadership Plan



AESO Long Term Outlook



Federal Government



Federal Government



Where should we focus retrofits?



Where should we focus retrofits?



What is the impact of electric 

cars on the emissions of our 

buildings with our current grid? 

Alberta Electricity Grid | Electric Vehicles



Alberta Electricity Grid | Electric Vehicles

ELECTRIC VEHICLES



On Site Renewables

These make a lot of sense 

in our grid right now





On Site Renewables

These make a lot of sense in 

our grid right now

Often costed over 25 years



On Site Renewables

They aren’t as efficient 

at reducing carbon in a 

green grid.



Local Challenges

Our carbon intensive grid does not allow for 

carbon benefits from fuel switching.

Future change to our grid and consumption 

patterns make it hard to be decisive when it 

comes to long term carbon reductions.



Local Recommendations

Focus on first principles – reduce 

energy consumption, then improve 

energy efficiency.

Consider solar PV, but consider a 

cleaner grid in 2030 as part of the 

economics.



Local Recommendations

Demand Reduction

Improved Efficiency

Renewable Energy

Fuel Switching

Always a good 

idea

Can depend on 

grid and policy



Local Recommendations

Adapt to changing political tides.

• Private sector corporate sustainability 

is here to stay. 

• Build the business case.



Local Recommendations



Local Recommendations







Build on Momentum!



Build on Momentum!



Questions?


